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Introduction

Suppose agent i believes that agent j does not believe that p. What is i’s belief
state like after j informs i that p?
Scenarios of this kind can be expressed nicely in dynamic doxastic logics.
There, to every action α is associated a dynamic operator [α], to every agent i is
associated a belief operator Bi , and to every set of agents {i, j, . . .} is associated
a common belief operator B{i,j,...} . Speech acts can be viewed as particular
actions, and we can write j’s action of informing i that p as inform(j, i, p).
To simplify our exposition let us make the hypothesis that every agent is
sincere: he cannot assert things he doesn’t believe himself. This can be expressed
by the axiom
¬Bj ϕ → [inform(j, i, ϕ)]⊥
Then standard KD45 principles entail that Bi ¬Bj ϕ → Bi [inform(j, i, ϕ)]⊥, i.e.
in our scenario i believes j cannot tell him that p.
We moreover make the hypothesis that sincerity is the only precondition of
inform-actions. We therefore have the axiom
Bj ϕ → hinform(j, i, ϕ)i>
Such scenarios, where an agent learns that some action α he wrongly believed
to be inexecutable has nevertheless occurred, pose problems for the logics of
actions that have been proposed in the literature to account for the evolution of
knowledge and belief. Some of them [10, 11, 14, 16, 15, 7] deliberately restrict
their attention to true belief (alias knowledge) in order to avoid such scenarios.
Indeed, for the other approaches in [11, 6, 5, 3, 2, 4] a principle of permutation
Bi [α]ϕ → [α]Bi ϕ is valid. Semantically, let Bi (w) be the set of worlds agent i
considers possible at the actual world w, and suppose Rα (w) is the set of possible
outcomes of action α when executed in w. Then in the above approaches the
worlds i considers possible after α are obtained by applying α to each of the
possible worlds in Bi (w) (“mentally executing α”), and then restricting the
resulting set (Bi ◦ Rα )(w) in some way.
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In the case of actions that do not modify the world but only the agents’ belief
states (‘purely doxastic actions’), the permutation principle roughly speaking
expresses that the possible worlds making up i’s belief state after α, are a subset
of i’s possible worlds before α. In terms of AGM belief change operations, every
such α is thus an expansion.
Obviously, the permutation principle must be weakened to
¬Bi [α]⊥ ∧ Bi [α]ϕ → [α]Bi ϕ
Semantically, we should have that (Rα ◦ Bi )(w) ⊆ (Bi ◦ Rα )(w) only when
(Bi ◦ Rα )(w) 6= ∅.
Sure, this prevents i from running into inconsistencies in our scenario. But
this does tells us nothing about i’s belief state after inform(j, i, p). In this paper
we introduce a permutation principle for this case.
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Action laws and enabling actions

If i believes α is inexecutable, this means that there is no v ∈ Bi (w) where the
preconditions of α’s executability laws hold. By an executability law we mean
a principle associated to α that has the form A → hαi>. Let pre(α) be the
disjunction of all executability preconditions of α. Then all the executability
laws for α can be represented by the single pre(α) → hαi>.
Now when i learns that α has nevertheless occurred, he cannot just mentally
execute α to form his new belief state: he should first change his beliefs about
pre(α). We suppose that i does this by adjusting each of his possible worlds so
as to make pre(α) true, by mentally executing a particular action whose effect
is pre(α).
Formally, we associate to every atomic action α an action enable α , and we
say that enable α makes α executable.
We postulate that enable α can always be executed. Hence
pre(enable α ) = >
Semantically, for every action there must exist at least one possible world where
it is executable. This forces us to exclude actions that are never executable,
such as the action inform(j, i, ⊥) of unsincerely asserting an inconsistency.1
As usually done in AI, we suppose that to every action α there is associated
a set of effect laws describing the change α brings about. Such laws take the
form A → [α]C. For inform-actions we have e.g. the effect law
[inform(j, i, ϕ)]B{i,j} Bj ϕ
1 This is also the reason why we consider atomic actions only. Indeed, let toss be the action
of tossing a coin, let its executability precondition be that one must hold a coin (pre(toss) =
holdCoin ), and let one of its effects be that one no longer holds the coin (¬holdCoin ). Then it
is impossible to execute toss twice. This means that toss; toss cannot be enabled, illustrating
that enable cannot be applied to complex actions.
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expressing that after j informs i that ϕ it is a common belief of i and j that j
believes ϕ. We also suppose ¬pre(α) → [α]⊥ to be among α’s effect laws.
What are the effect laws for enable α ? As enable α makes α executable, we
must have:
[enable α ]pre(α)
We have supposed that sincerity is the only precondition of inform-actions.
Therefore pre(inform(j, i, ϕ)) = Bj ϕ. Hence we have the effect law
[enable inform (j,i,ϕ) ]Bj ϕ
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Constructing the new belief state

Semantically, if w is the actual world then the worlds i considers possible after
a surprising occurrence of α can now be obtained from the worlds in Bi (w) by
first applying enable α and then applying α. That is, if (Rα ◦ Bi )(w) = ∅ then
we have
(Rα ◦ Bi )(w) ⊆ (Bi ◦ Renable α ◦ Rα )(w)
Axiomatically, the permutation principle is weakened to
Bi [α]⊥ ∧ Bi [enable α ][α]ϕ → [α]Bi ϕ
Just as it has been done for the strong permutation principle in the AI field
of reasoning about actions [11, 14, 7], such a principle can then be combined
with existing solutions to the frame problem. (For our permutation principles
this has been done in [8].) The result is a constructive characterization of the
agents’ belief states after an action.
Using our permutation principles and the sincerity axiom we can prove with
our action laws for inform- and enable-actions that
[inform(j, i, ϕ)]B{i,j} Bj ϕ
is valid.
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4.1

Discussion and conclusion
Successor state axioms

Inspired by work of Moore [10], Scherl and Levesque have introduced a situation
calculus based framework for resaoning about action and knowledge [11]. They
adopt the strong permutation axiom, and even strengthen it to an equivalence
that they call a successor state axiom. They show how such a principle allows for
regression, which is a powerful reasoning technique in the situation calculus. In
[15], Shapiro et col. adapt Scherl and Levesque’s successor state axiom to belief,
integrating a revision-like operation that is based on plausibility orderings. They
define Bi ϕ as truth of ϕ in the most plausible among the possible worlds. If a
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doxastic action eliminates these most plausible possible worlds, then previously
less plausible worlds become the most plausible ones. The plausibility ordering
should be kept fixed.
While being intuitively appealing, their solution has several drawbacks. (1)
As the authors note, it is restricted to deterministic actions. (2) “The specification of [the plausibility ordering] over the initial situation is the responsibility
of the axiomatizer of the domain.”[15] This is particularly demanding because
(3) in order to guarantee that after α the set of possible worlds is nonempty,
the authors require the set of possible worlds to contain enough worlds initially,
restricting thus the agent’s ‘doxastic freedom’. (4) The approach is unsatisfactory when applied to communication. Consider the following example: agent
k is competent at p, and j is not. Agent i is completely ignorant initially, and
all possible worlds are equally plausible for i. Then (under adequate hypotheses of cooperation) we can expect that when j asserts p, then i adopts p, i.e.
[inform(j, i, p)]Bi p. Moreover, as all worlds were equally plausible, p holds in
every world possible for i. Therefore when subsequently k asserts ¬p, i will
unavoidably move to an empty set of possible worlds.

4.2

Is this revision?

In our scenario, what i must do is to revise his beliefs about the executability
of inform(j, i, p). The normative framework for belief revision being the AGM
theory [1], Segerberg’s DDL [12, 13] integrates AGM revision into a doxastic
logic. Linder et al. have a similar framework [9].
In the case of an expansion action, the agent’s belief state is completely
determined in DDL (by an axiom that correspond to the above permutation
axiom). In the case of revision actions, apart from the AGM persistence postulate there is no principle relating an agent’s belief state before and after α. In
a sense, we have integrated into DDL a particular operation of revision, which
establishes such a link.
Which of the AGM postulates do we satisfy? With a similar encoding as
that of Shapiro et col. it can be shown that we satisfy the basic postulates (K*1)
– (K*4), and (K*6). (The names of the postulates are as in [15]). If we define
update actions as in [15] we satisfy the update postulates (K1), (K2), (K4),
and (K5) just as there.
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